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Xeim

Our purpose is to enable ambitious leaders 
to see around corners and deliver change.

Become the business intelligence and 
learning partner of choice, helping senior 
leaders and their teams navigate change 
and build great organisations. 

What We Do

Our Vision 
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The Lawyer



Our Leadership

Steve Newbold
Group Managing 
Director
Xeim

Lisa Taylor
Group Marketing 
Director 
Xeim

Catrin Griffiths
Editor
The Lawyer

Ben Oakshott
Revenue Director
The Lawyer

Roger Wagland
Research & 
Product Director
The Lawyer

Jane Wilkinson
Managing Director
The Lawyer

Claire Rance
Managing Director
Marketing Week

Richard Breeden
Managing Director 
Econsultancy

Tim Plyming
Managing Director
MW Mini MBA 

Ciara Galbraith
Head of Legal
Centaur

Agata Kreutzinger
Data Director
Centaur

Zara Paes
Group Financial 
Controller
Centaur

Swag Mukerji
Chief Executive Officer
Centaur

Neil Wells
Group Commercial
Finance Director
Centaur

Simon Longfield
Chief Financial Officer
Centaur

Ian Baldwin
Chief Technology Officer
Centaur

Nicola Moretti
Chief People Officer
Centaur
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The Leadership Forum comprises our most senior managers and is responsible for strategy formulation and 
implementation. It includes leaders from our two business units, Xeim and The Lawyer, as well as central expertise from 
People, Technology, Data, Finance and Legal. We are all incentivised to deliver BIG27.



The market opportunity
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Real growth opportunity 
for companies who can 
provide their clients with 
the discerning insights, 
training and networks 
needed to succeed 

Fundamental changes in customers’ business 
models driven by the proliferation of data, 
multiple channels, technology and globalisation 

In such times of change and uncertainty, 
business leaders need intelligence and insights to 
make the right decisions, from sources they trust

 

Businesses need to increase their attention on 
customers and how to reach them effectively

Managers need to upskill their teams 
to achieve their growth potential



Our customers need us, now more than ever 

Large, global law firms 
and multinational companies 
with senior leaders 
controlling large budgets

Markets undergoing 
continuous change 
and disruption

Ongoing need for data, 
information and 
intelligence

Complex businesses 
dependent on having the 
best possible talent, skills, 
training and technology

Law Firms

• Top 200 law firms across the US and UK with large 
information budgets (c.2% of revenue)

• C-suite management need market intelligence to inform 
talent, new business, technology and strategy decisions 

• Partners and senior associates require general 
management skills

Senior leaders across our chosen verticals have common and ongoing challenges that drive the need for specialist information 
provision to support development and deployment of their agendas
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Multinationals

• Chief Marketing Officers (CMOs) at blue-chip 
organisations control large marketing budgets (c.10% of 
revenue)

• Requirement for new tools, skills and intelligent insight to 
address the needs of digital consumers 

• CMOs require external support to navigate structural, 
training and spend efficiency challenges



Creating value and growth: medium term target of £60m revenue pa
(pre-M&A)

Customer-centric 
provider of business 
intelligence & learning

Provider of business 
information, training and 
specialist consultancy

2017-2019 2020-2023 2024-2027
Legacy Advertising
-funded publisher

Pre-2017
Multi-Sector 
Advertising-funded 
publishing 
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New Product Development

Acquisitions

Organic Revenue Growth Increase in blue chip customers

Improved quality of revenue mix

CAGR 10-12%

Scalable platform

10% Margin 
achieved

26% Margin 
achieved





Our differential is our combined offering

• Centaur services span the full range 
of senior leaders’ needs as they 
develop and deploy their agenda

• The value of a combined offering lies 
in having a partner that delivers:

• Thought leadership that is always 
rooted in practical application

• Team-targeted programs and 
tools that are fully in sync with 
desired results

• Ongoing outcomes measurement 
to inform and evolve the 
senior agenda

Deep insight solutions
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Focused on developing thought leadership 
and researching trends for senior leaders

Intelligent implementation

Hands on support for customers 
including structure, data, training and 
tools / technology, particularly for teams



Competitive advantage from delivering an integrated offering to senior leaders

SET THE AGENDA

Best practice, 
skills and learning

Performance 
measurement 
information

News and 
trends insight

Network and 
Partner access

Benchmarking data and trend analysis

Business intelligence, insight and application

P2P knowledge sharing
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DIAGNOSIS

STRENGTHEN CAPABILITY

PROVIDE TAILORED SOLUTIONS 

DEPLOY THE 
STRATEGY

PROVE 
OUTCOMES



Our plan to deliver BIG27
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• Organisation structure 
to support the strategy

• Product roadmap to define product / 
service priorities and capabilities and 
investment required

• For Xeim, develop CMO-focused 
brand and brand architecture

• Reduce focus on less strategic 
revenue streams

Build01

• Acquire / invest in key capabilities in 
data, sales and product development

• New high-value, critical products 
across verticals

• Targeted investment to satisfy 
customer-driven demand; payback 
between 12-18 months

• Effective and consistent 
cross-selling / upselling across 
brands and products

• Data capabilities and Technology 
infrastructure

• M&A strategy and 
execution capability

Build01

• Fully realised strategy, powered 
by a combination of focused organic 
growth and strategic M&A activity

• Accelerate with larger scale 
acquisitions

Build0101 Build 02 Invest 03 Grow



Accelerated new product development to meet customer needs

Centaur
The Lawyer platform 
upgrade

MW premium content 
launch

MW Mini MBA online 
acceleration and new 
courses

MW Mini MBA new 
course launches

MW CMO Club

MW premium 
Intelligence channels

The Lawyer research and 
advisory servicesLegal technology and AI

2024 Mid-term Long-term

Indicative timeline

Econsultancy Digital and 
Ecommerce Skills 
Indices

MW Mini MBA platform

Econsultancy new learning
channels
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The Lawyer individual law 
firm benchmarking



• Add to existing Centaur product / 
capability

• Improving 1-2 capabilities / asset

• Fill a gap in Centaur’s offering 
to customers

• Adding 1-2 capabilities / asset

• Established business meeting multiple 
customer needs

• Adding 2+ capabilities / asset

M&A approach – strategic and financial fit to grow shareholder value

 Enhance Broaden       Transform

• Improve Centaur’s existing 
capabilities / assets, and existing 
proposition for customers

• Some capabilities may be 
underdeveloped, but can be 
unlocked by Centaur

• Add new capabilities / assets, 
thereby extending product offering 
for customers

• Some may have the potential 
to be developed into a 
transformational product

• Fill gap in Centaur’s proposition and 
impact the rest of the business e.g. 

• Enhance multiple product offerings

• Significantly improves Centaur 
revenue mix / profitability

Target requires significant 
development from Centaur 
to realise potential

Acquisitions will bring quality revenue 
streams, but still require development 
from Centaur to realise full potential

Acquisitions bring fully formed 
businesses with established revenue 
streams and potential synergy benefits
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Characteristics

Required development

Benefit of acquisition



We have a strong starting point to play and win with this strategy for growth
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Highly regarded 
brands

Market leading 
content, skills and 

training

Established 
blue-chip clients 

Dedicated and 
talented people

Strong balance sheet 
to drive investment 

Proven capability for 
strategic execution





The Lawyer is the premier source of news, 
data and information for the commercial 
legal sector

Deliver daily insights & intelligence to 
provoke and lead the debate on good 
practice, challenges and opportunities 
in the global legal sector

What We Do Management team 

Our Vision | The Lawyer 

Our Vision 

Sarah Sanderson
Managing Director

Matt Byrne
Director of Insight

Catrin Griffiths
Editor

Denisa Luchian
Head of Membership 
& Events

Ben Oakshott
Revenue Director

Tom Procter
Head of Research

Roger Wagland
Research & Product 
Director

Esther Rodd
Marketing Director

Jane Wilkinson
Managing Director

Our purpose is to enable ambitious leaders to see around corners and deliver change
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Our digital subscription information platform: 
positioned for accelerated growth
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Digital 
Engagement

270,000
Newsletter subscribers

23% CAGR Growth since 2019

Subscriptions Revenue (£m)

1.9M+
Linkedin impressions

4.8M+
Total annual visitors 
to thelawyer.com

28%
Daily open rate 
for early-morning 
commentary

Subscriptions

59%
Of total revenue

105%+
Renewal Rate

91%
Of top 100 law firms

78%
Top 50 US firms (with 
an office in London)

32%
Of top 100 European 
firms

Content
& Data

120+YRS
Legal business expertise

30+YRS
Law firm financial data

100s
Metrics used every 
month to create 
insights & analysis 

28.5K+
In-house users; 
FTSE & tech & 
investment banks

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23



Source: Capital IQ, Gartner CMO surveys, Plural marketing 
spend model, Thomson Reuters, The Lawyer market sizing, 
The Lawyer UK top 200 law firm revenues, Law.com 2021 
annual law firm rankings, Plural research and analysis

Our market opportunity for competitive intelligence 
– UK and international 
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76%

13%

US
(UK ops)

24%

48%

18%

UK US
(non-UK ops)

25%

75%

3%

36%

61%

0.3 0.1   0.5

10% Share of opportunity by firm size 
(Law firm revenue in location)

Legal (£bn)

• London's role as a global M&A and finance 
hub has created the most competitive global 
legal market 

• Strong need for information on how client 
demands will adapt with AI

• Increased coverage of global marketplace

• Increase in class actions driving requirement 
for competitive information and financial 
performance

• New law firm funding increases the need for 
more structured information and support 
from strategic partners

• Advances in legal technology & demographic 
shifts are fundamentally changing working 
practices and career structures

Total addressable market opportunity      Total: £0.9bn

Addressable knowledge management 
spend related to internal business 
information, including on business 
development UK top 200 and US 
top 50 law firms

Greater than £1bn

£500m-£1bn

£100m-£499m

Sub-£100m



• Leverage the power of the news & data brand 
to expand into business intelligence 

• Grow subscription revenues by extending 
and embedding content into all areas of 
private practice: e.g. tech, operations and 
talent management

• Continue to engage and connect the whole 
market by growing our events portfolio and 
launching memberships 

Our BIG27 strategy
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Our focus:

• Expand into the top European and US law firms 
who operate globally

• Deepen our lifetime engagement with in-house 
and private practice lawyers

Our target market:

Accelerating growth by capitalising on the high penetration into global law firms 
& successful transition to a digital subscription model 



Our BIG27 plan
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Outcomes 

Building
Blocks 

Product & platform development 

Client side and private practice 
law sentiment data

Investment in editorial & data 
science skills & specialist social 
media content 

Embedded data tools 

Platform upgrade

Senior membership forum 

Individual law 
firm benchmarking

AI enabled content discovery

Research & advisory service

Intelligent SearchNew content & data; legal 
technology & AI; talent & risk

Training in digital skills

More subscriptions 
content & data

Improved digital 
user experience

Advisory & 
membership services





Our Vision | XEIM
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• We provide business intelligence to senior leaders, 
helping them navigate changing and challenging 
environments

• We provide their teams with the skills and 
information to deliver on leaders’ agendas 
to create great organisations

Become the intelligence and learning partner of choice 
for marketing leaders to build best-in-class functions 

What We Do

Our Vision 

Management team 

Steve Newbold
Group Managing 
Director
Xeim

Lisa Taylor
Group Marketing 
Director 
Xeim

Claire Rance
Managing Director
Marketing Week

Richard Breeden
Managing Director 
Econsultancy

Tim Plyming
Managing Director
MW Mini MBA 

Our purpose is to enable ambitious leaders to see around corners and deliver change



An attractive sector opportunity with large international customers 
 

Source: Capital IQ, Gartner CMO surveys, Plural marketing 
spend model, Thomson Reuters.
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24%

10%

61%

18%

48%

UK

0.5

US

0.8

13%

11%

Europe

1.6

76% Addressable internal learning, technology and 
structural information spend amongst B2B & B2C 
companies with at least £1bn in revenue

Very large (>10,000)

Large (5,000 - 10,000)

Medium (1,000 - 5,000)

Share of opportunity by firm size (number of employees)

Marketing (£bn) Total: £2.9bn



Our customers have a need for information and advice 
to support their growth

Large fast-moving businesses with 
multiple stakeholders

Common customer themes

Marketers navigating continuous
change to market dynamics

On-going need for market intelligence 
and performance metrics

Performance dependent on having the 
best talent, skills and ways of working

Marketing Departments

Marketing in a state of flux, assessing operational efficiencies to do more 
with less.

Companies are looking to implement step change programmes to 
accelerate performance faster.

CMOs while more confident on the strategic direction of the business, 
require external support to navigate structural, training and spend 
efficiency challenges.

“We have been working with Econsultancy over the last two years to enhance the 
skills and capabilities of our global CRM community. Based on their input we have 
evolved our team structures and delivered a bespoke learning and development 
program. Employees' feedback on the training was exceptional, and the live case 
studies that they worked on have the potential to generate £100m for our business.”

Group CRM & Analytics Director, Group Marketing
Specsavers
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An opportunity to gain a competitive advantage with our 
integrated offering
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Thought Leadership 
and how to apply it

What does 
good look like?

Where is my 
business in 

relation to this?

Where do we 
go next?

How do I 
prove that 

we got there?

How do I close 
that gap?



The Xeim umbrella brand endorses each brand and offering for CMOs and 
marketers

Xeim

Fo
r t

he
ir

 te
am

s
Fo

r 
th

e 
C

M
O

Xeim sales and marketing Strategic investment in team-focused sub-brands

P2P knowledge sharing

Integrated CMO-focused Events
The Marketing Week CMO Club

Thought leadership insight and application

Benchmarking data and trend analysis

Best practice 
and learning

News and 
trends insight

External partner 
selection advice

Performance 
measurement 
information

New product development 

Business intelligenceLearning

Leverage investment in 
leading CMO-focused 

brands
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• Strong, trusted brands highly regarded by industry professionals across marketing sectorEstablished brands 
with trusted reputations 
and high levels of 
domain expertise

Strong content creation 
and distribution 
capabilities

• Content creation excellence and areas of thought leadership within Marketing brands
• Good subscription-based editorial content and high-quality analysis 

Good “blue-chip” 
customer penetration 
across verticals

• Marketing/ Learning and Development within blue-chip companies (e.g. Unilever, John 
Lewis, Barclays, PMI)

Proven capability to 
deliver skills and P2P 
learning to leaders and 
their teams

• P2P networks and event delivery capability
• Compatible digital platforms for content
• Effective skills development programmes sold both directly to customers and at enterprise level

Xeim is in a good position with trusted, market leading brands
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Customer case study: Inspiring Sky Marketers to make unforgettable work 
powered by ‘Believe in Better’ Ways of Working and behaviours
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Marketing Week is the go-to title for ambitious brand marketers. 

Via its website, social media, newsletters, events and training 
capabilities (Mini MBA), Marketing Week is setting the agenda 
for the industry by focuses on the biggest challenges facing 
marketers today.

To create market leading content, intelligence and insights to 
grow Marketing Week’s corporate subscriptions and our 
reputation as the ‘go-to’ title for brand marketers.

What We Do

Our Vision | Marketing Week

Our Vision 
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Management team 

Lyndsey Urquhart
Head of Awards 
& Events Operations

Claire Rance
Managing Director

Russell Parsons
Editor-in-chief

Damian McAlonan
Director, 
New Business 

Abbi Modaberi
Head of Marketing

Amelia Shore
Director, Customer 
Retention and 
Engagement 

Our purpose is to enable ambitious leaders to see around corners and deliver change



Marketing Week is the title of choice for brand marketers

Events 

122K+ 
Total registered users

453K+ 
Monthly average page views

2.2M+ 
Monthly newsletter sends

634K+ 
Followers across social media

27%
Newsletter open rate 

+18.6
NPS 

73%
Of our audience are 
managers or above

73%
Of our audience work in mid-
sized or large multi-nationals 
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Information, opinions & intelligence 

Awards Learning Community 

CMO club



Our market opportunity
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Universe:
Universe that matches 
our core corporate 
target group:

2,500 UK companies 

Customers:

55 subscribing 
companies today

• Only 1.3% of newsletters sign-ups currently pay for 
a Marketing Week subscription 

• Good opportunity from current 1st party data

• Strong website traffic from UK&I, US and Australia

1st party data:

Access to 406 
prospect companies

Size of the prize:

• Focus on corporate subscriptions to tap into wider UK market 

• Marketing Week is the only title focused on marketing that matters 
to brand marketers 

Large addressable corporate market:



Transforming our revenue model

Capitalise on Marketing Week’s brand credentials and 
trusted place within the marketing industry to rapidly 
accelerate brand growth: 

• Adapt our revenue model - Focus on predictable and repeatable revenues. 
Translate our trusted positioning and wide readership into a sustainable growth 
behind subscriptions.

• More content - Lean into our market-leading content reputation 
and increase our reach. Create more content and place more behind 
the paywall. 

• Trade in - Drive more newsletter sign-ups and in turn drive more website traffic. 

• Trade up - Encourage more readers to invest in subscriptions. 

• Drive Xeim / trade across - Growing the Marketing Week audience fuels the 
rest of the Xeim business. Enable more cross sell among Xeim products and 
services. 

New strategy: 
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Go to market strategy

• To develop high quality and timely insight, trends, intelligence, best 
practice and learning services to drive growth in subscription revenue 
(yield and volume)

• To use the platform to serve selected Xeim digital products on a 
‘good/better/best’ model accessed on a per-seat subscription basis

• To be at the centre of the community for P2P networking and learning 

Focus areas:

• Targeting marketers in organisations with the following profile:

• Companies with large marketing teams or large marketing spend

• Focus on companies within FMCG, pharma, technology and 
professional services sectors, and suppliers to the marketing sector
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Target market:



Our BIG27 plan

Outcomes 

Building
Blocks 

Product development 

Incremental editorial 
headcount

Enhanced editorial spend 

Enhanced customer journeys 

New subscriber-only 
newsletter product

Incremental sales headcount – 
new business & renewals

Marketing investment – 
awareness & conversion 
campaigns 

Improved digital newsletters

New automated 
nurture studios

Site upgradeNew paywall 
content strategy

More content More engagement 
& traffic 

More paid 
subscriptions
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Our Vision | Econsultancy 
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We upskill enterprise businesses in 
marketing and ecommerce to help 
them achieve their growth ambitions

To become the go-to platform-based 
upskilling provider in marketing and
ecommerce for global businesses

What We Do

Our Vision 

Management team 

Stefan Tornquist
SVP, Learning & 
Research

Amelia Shore
Director, Customer 
Retention & Engagement

Paul Davies
Director, Consulting & 
Capability

Richard Breeden
Managing Director 

Damian McAlonan
Director, 
New Business

Kate Hewitt
Director, Programme 
Engagement

Bode Olatoye
Director, Product & 
User Experience

Our purpose is to enable ambitious leaders to see around corners and deliver change



Domain expertise

Marketing, ecommerce & 
commercial leaders

We help define what good looks 
like and deliver it

15

24

3

What do we need 

to do next?

How do I prove 

we got there?

What does good 

look like?

Get me where I need to be!

Where are 

we now?

Proven results

Marketing

Digital Marketing

Indirect Ecommerce 

Direct Ecommerce

92% “more confident”

91% “more effective”
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We upskill enterprise businesses in marketing and 
ecommerce to help them achieve their growth ambitions



Investment in marketing 
capability building* In market spend Initial target organisations

Marketing capability building 
annual budgets in 2024, according 

to organisation turnover

< $5bn - $840k

$6bn - $50bn - $1.3m

>$50bn - $1.8m

Number of target organisations
5,000+ employees, target sectors 

in Europe and selected US States**

Current Organisation Penetration

circa 2,000

circa 2%

*2023 WFA Research, Marketing Capability Investment **ZoomInfo data

Raise the floor* 
80% of spend – General population and new 

joiners. Large, diverse teams up to a shared level 
of competency and language. 300+ learners

Raise the ceiling*
20% of spend – Leaders, SMEs, High 

Potentials. Smaller, more senior teams to 
expert level and future trends.

Attractive new market opportunity with favourable tailwinds
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Consulting Capability Building – Multi-Touch Learning

Capability Frameworks
Operating Models

Skills assessment and benchmarking

330+ new eLearning lessons
000’s Trends and Best Practice 

report and articles

Practitioner led, interactive training, 
briefings and webinars

Short Courses
Fast Track To Digital Marketing

Fast Track to Ecommerce: 
Partners & Platforms

Skills Academies

Consulting On-demand learning Live learning Structured learning

Unique, proprietary 
assessment platform

NPS +55 Rated 4.9/5 New for 2024

Capability benchmarking against 
35,000 individuals
Digital Skills Index

Ecommerce Skills Index - coming soon

Ecommerce
Digital Marketing

Customer Experience
Data Analytics

Available in 6 languages

Mini Missions
Bootcamps
Workshops

Analyst Briefings
Trends Webinars

4-week hybrid courses with accreditation
8-week hybrid courses with accreditation

Long term, bespoke hybrid programs

Customisable curriculum. Reporting Suite. Supported by our expert delivery team and consultants
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Our unique product offer addresses customer pain points 
and is complementary to the Mini MBA curriculum



Customer-centric approach to solve high value 
problems for our loyal and high-quality client base

A selection of customers from our 4 priority sectors

FMCG

Consumer 
Goods

Pharmaceuticals

Retail

Customer Pain Points Our Unique Solution

How does our current capability 
compare to the competition?

The Digital Skills Index  

I need expertise I can rely on Expert Practitioners 

Getting learners to engage and 
keeping them up to date is hard Multi-Touch Learning  

I need something that truly 
fits our needs Cost Effective Customisation

I need learning to be both 
scalable and effective

Fast Track Courses

I have a small capability team 
that needs to deliver a lot Real Partnership
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Our BIG27 plan
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We will continue to invest in 
and evolve our products, in 

particular high quality 
eLearning and other content.

We will build market 
awareness and 

understanding of the value 
we can add. We are well 
known as an information 
provider in these areas of 
expertise – we will now 
develop awareness as a 

learning provider.

We will build our own 
capabilities in opportunity 

generation in senior 
marketing and commercial 

audiences.

We will develop strategic 
relationships with 

customers we already know 
but where we currently only 
have tactical relationships.

Product Awareness Capabilities
Strategic 

Relationships





Provide MBA level, flexible, accessible and applied training for 
ambitious marketing professionals, helping them transition into 
senior roles and become confident leaders.

To become a global training provider with a portfolio 
of market-leading courses designed to meet the 
development needs of marketing professionals

What We Do

Our Vision | MW Mini MBA 

Our Vision 
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Management team 

Sam Halkyard
Brand Director

Luke Groves
Director of Delivery & 
Operations

Matt Smith
Head of Corporate 
Sales

Tim Plyming
Managing Director 

Our purpose is to enable ambitious leaders to see around corners and deliver change



The MW Mini MBA portfolio of courses is the most 
valuable part of the Xeim portfolio, delivering:

▪ Cumulative revenue of £40m+
▪ 30,000 learners across 92 countries
▪ Consistent NPS scores of 69+
▪ A community of over 5,000 active alumni

The current portfolio of courses includes:

▪ Mini MBA in Marketing
▪ Mini MBA in Brand Management
▪ Mini MBA in Management

NPS scores
How does the Mini MBA compare to popular brands?

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

100%

CIM Section
School

Google Linkedin
Learning

Various
Degree

programs

Internal
Training

Various
Online
courses

Comparators
How do you consider the Mini MBA in comparison to…

Better Similar Worse

>90%
of our alumni would recommend the course

95%
of our alumni feel more confident after doing the course

Our strengths offer an exciting platform for growth
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World Class Teaching 
from people who have 
been there and done it
The Mini MBA series is taught by an all-star line-up of 
professors from top business schools around the world.
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Linkedin Estimate Current Student Volume

Current market penetration

Our significant market opportunity
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Expansion Opportunities 

Initial priority on growing revenue through the untapped 
existing market and extending reach to new territories

Current Market Penetration
< 2%

Longer term focus on developing product and platform offer 
to drive increased customer lifetime value of our alumni



Two strands of activity will drive growth as part of Centaur’s BIG27 strategy:
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Our BIG27 plan

Activity strand 2

Develop our product, alumni, platform and corporate offer

• Build new course products in the form of a paid-
for programme of electives offered to our growing 
alumni community

• Invest in our platform offer to drive greater engagement 
and grow lifetime value of alumni community 

• Build a non-sector specific version of the Management course

• Grow sales partnership opportunities across all x3 course 
products

• Build a new Brand Management course for launch 2027

Activity strand 1

Maximise the existing market opportunity

• Target Brand Management and Marketing courses as two 
separate products with two distinct audiences

• Grow corporate sales through dedicated sector targeting and 
grow the global opportunity with existing corporate customers

• Grow online sales through targeting of international territories

• Build our offer for corporate customers, embedded within 
Learning & Development activity



Our BIG27 Plan 
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For marketers without world-class training in marketing, the Mini MBA in Marketing 
gives learners the theory and the practice to fill the gaps in their career and grow 
their confidence.

For Brand Managers who aren’t formally trained in brand management, 
the Mini MBA in Brand Management is the world’s best brand management course

A dedicated corporate sales and account team engages with learning and capability 
executives to coordinate group bookings across our range of courses. This delivers 
strong repeat revenue at scale.



We will develop our platform offer for Mini MBA alumni to drive greater 
engagement and grow value of a customer over their lifetime (CLV).

A series of new course products (in the form of electives) to be made available 
through an enhanced alumni offer. Course products will be added on an annual 
basis ahead of curriculum calendar launch at the start of each year.

Develop our alumni offer and grow lifelong learning opportunity

Entry Point Alumni Offering & Lifelong Learning 

Course 1 Course 2 Course 3 Course 4 Course 5
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Key takeaways
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We have powerful brands, 
engaging content, superb 
customers who trust us

and the most talented people

We are well-placed to invest 
for growth with a strong 

balance sheet and reliable 
cash generation

Our ongoing focus on 
quality of earnings will drive 

(pre-M&A) annual revenue of
 £60m

BIG27 strategy to achieve 
these targets through 

successful mix of key new 
statement products 

alongside natural organic 
development with a clear 

M&A strategy 

Our track record for 
delivery means we remain 

confident we can achieve all 
this successfully while 

maintaining a progressive 
dividend policy 







• Launch premium content service for Marketing Week
• Grow Festival of Marketing profit and margin 
• Enhance reach and relevance of MW Leadership Summit(s)
• Leverage cross-Xeim sales opportunities

2024 deliverables

• Enhance search capability on Influencer and FBM platforms
• Improve contact information on Influencer and FBM – speed and accuracy
• Increase customer volumes across the group
• Develop new platform for Foresight News 

• Scale MW Mini MBA in Management course
• Improve mid-funnel conversion to drive online sales
• Increase direct new business sales volumes 
• Plan new courses for 2025 launch 

• Increase customer engagement and usage on subscription platform 
• Align and simplify account management and customer service operations
• Position as expert for Digital Marketing and enhance content and industry voice
• Execute new ‘go to market’ to plan to drive more leads and new business

Complete On track Minor issues Major issues

Areas of focus for 2024 Key 2024 Deliverables

Influencer

MW Mini MBA 

Econsultancy

Xeim

• Shift perception from news & media to intelligence with updated brand architecture
• Drive subscriptions growth through new product development
• Grow core subscriptions through European expansion & current user engagement
• Grow events revenue by developing new membership model

The Lawyer

• Implement benefits arising from data transformation programme 
• Develop Centaur’s response to the opportunities and challenges of AI 
• Communicate and implement Centaur’s BIG27 strategy 
• ESG – enhance employee performance and career frameworks 

Centaur group
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2020-2023 summary of historical results

£m 2020* 2021* 2022** 2023**

Revenue

Xeim 26.0 32.1 30.1 28.9

The Lawyer 6.4 7.0 8.3 8.4

Total revenue 32.4 39.1 38.4 37.3

Adjusted EBITDA 3.8 6.4 8.1 9.7
Adjusted EBITDA Margin % 12% 16% 21% 26%

Adjusted profit/(loss) before tax (0.3) 3.0 4.9 7.6

Adjusted earnings per share (FD) (pence) 0.2 1.9 2.5 4.2

* 2020 and 2021 have not been re-presented for discontinued operations.
** 2022 and 2023 have been re-presented for discontinued operations – see 2023 Annual Report.
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DISCLAIMER 

The information contained in this document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Centaur Media Plc (the “Company”) solely for information purposes and does not purport to be comprehensive or 

contain all the information that may be required by recipients to evaluate the Company. This Presentation and the information contained in it has not been independently verified and no reliance 

should be placed on it or the opinions contained within it.

While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have 

authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, 

or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is 

expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether 

direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any 

errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation. 

The contents of this Presentation have not been approved by any person for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended ("FSMA"). Reliance on this 

Presentation for the purpose of engaging in investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. Any person in the United Kingdom 

who is in any doubt about the subject matter to which this Presentation relates should consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and 

other securities. Recipients of this Presentation outside the United Kingdom should inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal restrictions in their jurisdiction which may be relevant to 

the distribution, possession or use of this Presentation and recognise that the Company does not accept any responsibility for contravention of any legal restrictions in such jurisdiction.

This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied 

by these statements. These forward-looking statements are statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company's results of 

operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they 

relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation and the Company does not 

undertake any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Presentation. 

This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this 

Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or 

commitment whatsoever. Each party to whom this Presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such 

advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and 

assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters
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